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FRED KUNDRATA AND HIS SUPPORTERS PREPARE FOR THE OHIO DEMOCRATIC PARTY’S STATE DINNER
WITH SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER, FORMER PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
Federal and State Candidates from throughout Ohio Expected to be in Attendance at Annual Event
CINCINNATI – Fred Kundrata, the Democratic nominee for U.S. Congress in Ohio’s 1st District, and several
of his key donors and supporters will attend the Ohio Democratic Party’s state dinner on Friday, June 13,
2014 in Columbus.
“President Clinton has always been an advocate for Ohioans,” said Kundrata. “He truly cares about
working families and equal opportunity.”
Kundrata believes Clinton’s presence at the dinner will be good for Ohio Democrats as the mid-term
election approaches. Clinton won the state of Ohio in 1992 and 1996.
“Friday’s dinner is going to get Ohio Democrats fired up about the upcoming election. President Clinton is
an amazing speaker and knows how to energize the Party,” stated Kundrata, who is preparing for an
exciting summer in the 1st District.
“Voters from both parties have complained to me about the inactivity and ineffectiveness of our current
Congress. I want voters to know that I see a different future for Ohio’s 1st—one with family wage paying
jobs and a stronger economy,” said Kundrata.
Kundrata is building a strong campaign against Republican Steve Chabot by focusing on the needs of
Ohio’s middle class and is confident that voters in the 1st District want a voice that is loud and clear in
Congress, not one muddled by partisanship.
“Congress has been unable to do what is right. The American people deserve progress, but the Republican
extremists are thwarting any plans and policies that would benefit the middle class,” explained Kundrata,
who also believes there are too many U.S. Representatives ignoring the needs of their constituents.
“Voters are getting tired of the same Representatives engaging in the same antics. Ask Eric Cantor what
happens when constituents feel their Representative is out of touch,” said Kundrata.
With less than five months before the general election, Kundrata is ready to engage with voters in Ohio’s
1st District and anticipates meeting Democrats from around the state and beyond at Friday’s event.
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“I am honored to be starting my summer with the Ohio Democratic Party and President Clinton,” stated
Kundrata. “This event is a great opportunity to interact with people who are passionate about the Party
and the general election in November.”
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